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(57) ABSTRACT 

A device and system for regulating resistance and reporting 
information related to the generation of consumable electric 
ity is disclosed. Some devices and systems include the fol 
lowing: a housing having a first side and a second side, the 
first side adapted to be operated by a user and the second side 
adapted to be joined with an exercise machine, a Switch 
positioned on the first side of the housing, a resistance knob 
positioned on the first side of the housing, the resistance knob 
enabled to adjust a resistance level of the exercise machine, a 
data module located within the housing, the data module 
being adapted to measure the amount of energy generated by 
a user and a display Screen positioned on the first side of the 
housing adapted to display the amount of energy generated. 
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CONTROL POD FOR CONTROLLING THE 
RESISTANCE LEVEL AND ELECTRICITY 
OUTPUT LEVEL OF AN EXERCISE BIKE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION(S) 

0001. This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi 
sional Application No. 61/097.322, filed Sep. 16, 2008, which 
is incorporated by reference as if disclosed herein in its 
entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 Stationary bicycles are common pieces of exercise 
equipment. There are a variety of exercise bikes manufac 
tured that can give a user a specific type of exercise experi 
ence. For example, spinning bicycles, incline bicycles, 
upright bicycles, and recumbent bicycles all give a user a 
unique workout. Some bicycles today are equipped to gener 
ate consumable energy while a user is riding. These bicycles 
combine a workout routine with an economic benefit. 
0003. In addition to the type of exercise bike used, a user 
can control their exercise experience by adjusting the resis 
tance level of the bicycle. On many exercise bikes, the resis 
tance is controlled through the use of brake pads that can be 
tightened or loosened depending on the level of resistance a 
user would like to experience. The level of resistance is typi 
cally adjusted by turning a knob located on the bike stand that 
is mechanically attached to a brake mechanism. 
0004. With society's focus on conserving energy, renew 
able energy, and recycling, exercise bicycles that are 
equipped with devices to convert the energy output of a user 
to useable electrical output are becoming more common. In 
order to account for the energy generated, and for a user to be 
in control of the amount of energy generated, a device that 
regulates the resistance of the exercise bike while providing 
information to a user is required. In addition to serving as a 
control mechanism, Such a device can act as motivational tool 
to users to help motivate the users to utilize the exercise 
equipment on a more frequent basis, thereby creating more 
energy. 

BRIEF SUMMARY 

0005. A control pod for regulating resistance and report 
ing information relating to the generation of consumable 
energy is disclosed. Some control pods include the following: 
a housing having a first side and a second side, the first side 
adapted to be operated by a user and the second side adapted 
to be joined with an exercise machine, a Switch positioned on 
the first side of the housing, a resistance knob positioned on 
the first side of the housing, the resistance knob enabled to 
adjust a resistance level of the exercise machine, a data mod 
ule located within the housing, the data module being adapted 
to measure the amount of energy generated by a user and a 
display Screen positioned on the first side of the housing 
adapted to display the amount of energy generated. 
0006. A system for reporting information relating to the 
generation of consumable energy is disclosed. Some systems 
include the following: an exercise machine having an energy 
generation module, the energy generation module being 
adapted to generate consumable energy and capture informa 
tion related to the consumable energy generated; a control 
pod joined with the exercise machine positioned to be oper 
ated by a user while the exercise machine is in use, the control 
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pod in electric communication with the energy generation 
module; and a data module located in the control pod adapted 
to capture the information related to the consumable energy 
generated and display the information related to the consum 
able energy generated. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0007. The drawings show embodiments of the disclosed 
Subject matter for the purpose of illustrating the invention. 
However, it should be understood that the present application 
is not limited to the precise arrangements and instrumentali 
ties shown in the drawings, wherein: 
0008 FIG. 1 is an enlarged view of a control pod accord 
ing to Some embodiments of the disclosed subject matter; 
0009 FIG. 2 is an exploded view of a system according to 
Some embodiments of the disclosed Subject matter, and 
0010 FIG.3 is a view of a portion of a system according to 
some embodiments of the disclosed subject matter. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0011 Referring now to FIG. 1, some embodiments of the 
disclosed subject matter include a control pod 100 for report 
ing information related to the amount of energy generated by 
a user on an exercise bicycle. Control pod 100 includes a 
housing 102, a switch 104, a resistance knob 106, a data 
module 108 that is positioned within the housing, and a dis 
play screen 110. While control pod 100 is described for use on 
an exercise bicycle (not shown in FIG. 1), it is contemplated 
that the control pod can be adapted for use with any manually 
operated piece of exercise equipment. 
0012 Still referring to FIG. 1, housing 102 includes a first 
side 112 and an opposite second side 114. First side 112 is 
adapted to be controlled by a user while second side 114 is 
typically joined with an exercise bicycle. Control pod 100 is 
can be joined with an exercise bicycle before or after market 
and can be configured to varying specifications as necessary. 
Control pod 100 can be positioned on an exercise bicycle at a 
level that can be easily seen and accessed by a user while on 
the bicycle. The size of housing 102 can vary. In one embodi 
ment, housing 102 is approximately the size of a handheld 
device. Housing 102 is typically comprised of a material Such 
as plastic or the like. 
0013 As shown in FIG. 1, Switch 104 is typically located 
on first side 112 of housing 102, but can be adapted to be 
located anywhere on the housing. Switch 104 can be in the 
form of a button as shown in FIG. 1, or can be any type of 
mechanical switch effective to activate control pod 100. In 
addition to controlling the power to control pod 100, switch 
104 can recalibrate the control pod to a zero position each 
time it is turned on, enabling a user to accurately see the 
amount of energy generated in a single workout session. 
0014. In some embodiments, resistance knob 106 is 
located on first side 112 of housing 102, but also can be 
located on any part of the housing. Resistance knob 106 
effectively controls the resistance of the exercise bicycle. On 
a typical exercise bike, the resistance is varied through use of 
brake pads that can be tightened or loosened, depending on 
the level of resistance desired. In the present disclosure, the 
brake pads are no longer utilized. They will remain in the bike 
but will usually never be engaged. Instead, resistance knob 
106 is in electrical communication with alternator 107 (not 
shown in FIG. 1) of the exercise bike. As resistance knob 106 
is tightened, the amount of energy called for by alternator 107 
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increases thereby making the resistance greater and making it 
more difficult to turn the alternator wheel 109 (not shown in 
FIG. 1). An increased resistance in turn makes a user work 
harder to turn the wheel of the bicycle, resulting in the cre 
ation of a greater amount of consumable energy. Alternator 
107 is joined with bike wheel 111 via a roller 113, therefore, 
as the resistance is increased, the alternator wheel becomes 
more difficult to turn, making the roller more difficult to spin, 
which makes bike wheel 111 more difficult to turn as well. It 
is contemplated that any mechanism that would allow for a 
mechanical connection between alternator 107 and bike 
wheel 111 can be used. Such as a gear arrangement or a chain 
arrangement. The type of mechanism used to mechanically 
connect alternator 107 and bike wheel 111 can depend on the 
type of exercise equipment being used. As resistance knob 
106 is turned in the opposite direction, the energy called for 
from alternator 107 decreases, thereby reducing the resis 
tance and making bike wheel 111 easier to turn. 
0015. It is contemplated that a variety of resistance mecha 
nisms could be utilized and control pod 100 could be adapted 
to accommodate any Such variety. For example, in other 
embodiments (not shown), rather than resistance knob 106, a 
button or series of buttons can be used that digitally increase 
or decrease a number representing increasing and decreasing 
of the resistance of the exercise bicycle. Typically, control 
pod 100 will allow for varying levels of resistance, that are 
numerically represented, e.g., in some embodiments, the 
resistance ranges from about Zero to ten. Each number has a 
different amount of resistance associated with it. For 
example, level Zero represents the lowest amount of resis 
tance and each increasing number represents a slightly 
increased level of resistance until the maximum resistance is 
reached. The level of resistance is displayed on display Screen 
110, as discussed below. As the resistance level is increased, 
the resistance the user feels will increase accordingly. Gen 
erally, higher resistance levels are associated with increased 
energy output. Typically, there are two factors that determine 
energy output from alternator 107, a cadence level and the 
amount of energy asked for by control pod 100. The cadence 
level is the speed at which a user turns the cranks of the 
bicycle, measured in revolutions per minute (rpm). The 
amount of energy asked for by control pod 100 is determined 
by the resistance level selected. Therefore, a user spinning 
very rapidly at level 1 may have the same energy output as a 
different user spinning slower at level 5. For example, in 
many indoor cycling classes a cadence level of 90 revs per 
minute is maintained and the resistance is at a maximum to 
simulate climbing hills versus cycling on a flat Surface. In this 
example, a greater amount of energy will be produced by a 
user. In contrast, if a user maintained a cadence level of 40 
revs per minute and a resistance level of Zero, less energy 
would be generated. 
0016 Data module 108 is configured to capture informa 
tion from the exercise machine and calculate the amount of 
energy a user has generated. In use, as a user pedals on an 
exercise machine, consumable energy is being generated. The 
consumable energy can be captured and reused or resold to 
the electric utility. Control pod 100 allows a user to see how 
much consumable energy they are producing and also allows 
the user to control the amount generated by regulating the 
resistance of the exercise machine or changing the speed of 
spinning. Data module 108 captures and temporarily stores 
the information relating to the amount of consumable energy 
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generated. Data module 108 accomplishes this by capturing 
data produced by an energy generation module 115 (shown in 
FIG. 2 and discussed below). 
0017 Located on first side 112 of housing 102 is display 
screen 110. Display screen 110 displays information captured 
by data module 108. The amount of energy generated is 
typically measured in watts and can be communicated to a 
user in watts produced. This serves as a gauge for a user to see 
how much energy they are producing and can also act as a 
motivational tool to a user. For example, the faster a user 
pedals, the more energy will be generated and a greater num 
ber of watts will be displayed on display screen 110. Like 
wise, the higher the resistance and the faster the user pedals, 
the even more energy will be produced. Both speed and 
resistance levels increase the level of energy output as they are 
increased individually or together. This in turn will encourage 
a user to work out harder in order to produce more energy, 
thereby effectively being more beneficial to the user for cre 
ating more consumable energy and by motivating the user to 
work harder and longer. 
0018. Also located on first side 112 of housing 102 are 
display lights 116. Display lights 116 can be any type of light 
emitting device (led) or similar. In one embodiment, as shown 
in FIG. 1, there are three types of display lights 116. The three 
types of display lights 116 can be in three different colors 
such as green 116A, yellow 116B and red 116C to mimic a 
standard stoplight. Display lights 116 are enabled to display 
an instantaneous level of energy output being produced by the 
user. The output will change multiple times per second based 
on the instantaneous level of power being generated by the 
user. For example, if only one light is lit, that translates to 
mean that a lower level of energy is being generated. As the 
user increases the speed of spinning, a second display light 
116 will illuminate, and so on. Display lights 116 are loga 
rithmic in that the energy generated is being used to illumi 
nate the display light, such that it take twice as much energy 
being produced to light two display lights as it does to light 
O 

0019. In some embodiments, control pod 100 automati 
cally shuts down after a set period of non-use, such as 30-60 
seconds. When control pod 100 is shut down, no displaylights 
116 will be illuminated. To activate control pod 100, a user 
engages switch 104 and display lights 116 will illuminate 
indicating that the control pod is powered. 
0020 Referring now to FIG. 2, an exploded view of some 
embodiments of a system 118 according to the disclosed 
subject matter is shown. System 118 includes an exercise 
machine 120 having energy generation module 115 and con 
trol pod 100 joined with the exercise machine. Energy gen 
eration module 115 is in communication with data module 
108, which is positioned in control pod 100. Control pod 100 
is adapted to display the energy generated. 
0021 Energy generation module 115 can be adapted to 
generate consumable energy and capture information related 
to the consumable energy generated. In some embodiments 
(not shown), a radio frequency identification writer is 
attached to energy generation module 115 for capturing and 
conveying information related to the consumable energy gen 
erated by the energy generation module. A radio identifica 
tion tag including a users identification number is provided to 
a user and is automatically conveyed to the energy generation 
module via the radio frequency identification writer. The 
energy generated is then passed through an electric meter for 
measurement. The information captured is then sent to data 
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module 108. The energy generated can be used locally or can 
be sold back to the electric utility. 
0022. Energy generation module 115 is in electric com 
munication with control pod 100. Control pod 100 is typically 
located on handlebars 124 of exercise machine 120, or in a 
different location that is easily accessible and viewable by a 
user. Referring now to FIG. 3, control pod 100 can be joined 
with handlebars 124 of exercise machine 120 by a bracket 
126. Control pod 100 can also be joined with handlebars 124 
using a clamp, screws, Solder, or any other device that 
securely fastens the control pod with the exercise machine. 
Referring now to FIG. 2, a series of wires 128 run from 
control pod 100 down a shaft 130 of exercise machine 120 and 
connect with energy generation module 115, where the 
energy generation occurs. 
0023 Data module 108 is adapted to capture the informa 
tion from energy generation module 115. The information 
can then be displayed to the user via control pod 100. As 
shown in FIG. 2, exercise machine 120 can be a stationary 
bicycle. A user can adjust the level of resistance of the exer 
cise machine and consequently adjust the amount of energy 
generated. The speed of a user's pedaling is directly related to 
the amount of energy generated. 
0024. The disclosed subject matter offers advantages and 
benefits over known systems. The use of the control pod is 
highly beneficial. Since the exercise machine is used to pro 
duce consumable energy, the control pod allows a user to 
accurately measure the amount of energy generated. 
0025. The control pod also acts as a motivational tool. A 
user is able to visually see the energy generated is directly 
related to the intensity of their workout, thereby encouraging 
increase the level of the workout to create more energy. This 
benefits the user on two levels. First, the user is benefiting 
from generating more consumable energy. Second, the user is 
benefitting from a better workout. 
0026. Although the disclosed subject matter has been 
described and illustrated with respect to embodiments 
thereof, it should be understood by those skilled in the art that 
features of the disclosed embodiments can be combined, rear 
ranged, etc., to produce additional embodiments within the 
Scope of the invention, and that various other changes, omis 
sions, and additions may be made therein and thereto, without 
parting from the spirit and scope of the present invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A control pod for controlling the resistance level and 

electricity output of an exercise bike comprising: 
a housing having a first side and a second side, said first 

side effective to be operated by a user and said second 
side joined with an exercise machine, said exercise 
machine being configured to turn an alternator wheel via 
a roller; 

a Switch positioned on said first side of said housing: 
a resistance knob positioned on said first side of said hous 

ing, said resistance knob being enabled for adjusting a 
resistance level of said alternator wheel and said exer 
cise machine via said roller, and 

a data module located within said housing, said measuring 
device being adapted to measure watts produced. 

2. A control pod according to claim 1, further comprising a 
display Screen positioned on said first side of said housing 
adapted to display said watts produced. 

3. A control pod according to claim 1, wherein said Switch 
is enabled to power on said control pod. 
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4. A control pod according to claim 1, wherein said Switch 
is enabled to recalibrate said measuring device to Zero. 

5. A control pod according to claim 1, wherein said resis 
tance knob is in electric communication with an alternator of 
said exercise machine. 

6. A control pod according to claim 5, wherein said resis 
tance is electronically controlled by said resistance knob. 

7. A control pod according to claim 1, wherein said control 
pod replaces an existing resistance knob on said exercise 
machine. 

8. A control pod according to claim 1, wherein said exer 
cise machine is a stationary bicycle. 

9. A control pod for controlling the resistance level and 
electricity output of an exercise bike comprising: 

a housing having a first side and a second side, said first 
side effective to be operated by a user and said second 
side joined with an exercise machine, said exercise 
machine being configured to turn an alternator wheel via 
a roller; 

a Switch positioned on said first side of said housing: 
a resistance knob positioned on said first side of said hous 

ing, said resistance knob being enabled for adjusting a 
resistance level of said alternator wheel and said exer 
cise machine via said roller, 

a data module located within said housing, said measuring 
device being adapted to measure watts produced; and 

a display Screen positioned on said first side of said housing 
adapted to display said watts produced. 

10. A control pod according to claim 0, wherein said switch 
is enabled to power on said control pod. 

11. A control pod according to claim 0, wherein said switch 
is enabled to recalibrate said measuring device to Zero. 

12. A control pod according to claim 0, wherein said resis 
tance knob is in electric communication with an alternator of 
said exercise machine. 

13. A control pod according to claim 11, wherein said 
resistance is electronically controlled by said resistance knob. 

14. A control pod according to claim 0, wherein said con 
trol pod replaces an existing resistance knob on said exercise 
machine. 

15. A control pod according to claim 0, wherein said exer 
cise machine is a stationary bicycle. 

16. A system for reporting information relating to a resis 
tance level and electricity output of an exercise bike compris 
1ng: 

an exercise machine having an energy generation module, 
said energy generation module being adapted to gener 
ate consumable energy and capture information related 
to said consumable energy generated; 

a control podjoined with said exercise machine positioned 
to be operated by a user while said exercise machine is in 
use, said control pod in electric communication with 
said energy generation module, wherein said control pod 
includes a resistance knob effective to increase or 
decrease the resistance of said exercise machine, 
wherein as said resistance increases, the energy gener 
ated increases; and; 

a data module located in said control pod adapted to cap 
ture said information related to said consumable energy 
generated and display said information related to said 
consumable energy generated. 

17. A system according to claim 16, wherein said control 
pod includes a resistance knob effective to increase or 
decrease the resistance of said exercise machine, wherein as 
said resistance increases, the energy generated increases. 

18. A system according to claim 16, wherein said user can 
adjust the amount of consumable energy generated. 
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